Do textual styles in cigarette health warning labels matter?
Results from an experiment in Indonesia
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Narratives, such as testimonials, have been suggested as an
effective means in communicating cancer-related information
(e.g., Green, 2006; Kreuter et al, 2007). Countries such as
Chile and Canada have implemented health warnings with
testimonial on their cigarette packs; however, only few
studies have assessed the use of testimonials in health
warning labels for cigarette packs (e.g., Berg et al, 2011;
Hammond et al, 2012).

A field experiment was conducted with adult smokers
(n=584) and 15- to 18-year-old adolescents (n=593) in
Indonesia using intercept recruitment strategies.
Respondents were randomly assigned to one of two
conditions: 1) warning labels with didactic text (i.e., smoking
causes lung cancer); or 2) warning labels matched on all
characteristics except that they contained testimonial text
(i.e., “I am suffering from lung cancer because of smoking”).

Sample

This study aimed to determine whether different textual
styles (testimonial vs. didactic) on cigarette health warning
labels influence responses to the warning labels.

For each condition, respondents were randomly assigned to
evaluate warnings for two out of eight possible health topics,
with each topic containing four to six warnings that
systematically varied key characteristics (i.e., pictorial types:
symbolic representation of risk, personal suffering, graphic
organ damage). Respondents rated each warning for overall
effectiveness and believability. Linear mixed effects models
regressed ratings on dummy variables for textual conditions,
for image types, and the interaction between them, both for
the entire population and when estimating models separately
for adults and adolescents.
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Table 1. Sample characteristics, by condition and age group
Adult
Smokers

Youth
Smokers

Youth NonSmokers

Total

Testimonial (N)

292

134

172

598

Didactic (N)

292

146

141

579

Text Conditions

Gender

Figure 3. Mean believability scores, by themes and age groups

Male

497

266

177

940

Female

87

14

136

237

Age (M)

32

16.5

16.3

-

Differences in effectiveness and believability ratings
Regardless the warning themes, adult smokers rated
testimonial warnings as significantly more believable but not
significantly more effective than the didactic ones. In
contrast, both youth smokers and non-smokers rated didactic
warnings as significantly more believable and more effective
than the testimonial ones.
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Testimonial vs. didactic, by warning themes

Figure 1. Examples of warnings with didactic (top row) and
testimonial (bottom row) descriptions accompanying symbolic,
human suffering, and gruesome warning themes.
Figure 2. Study procedure
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In linear mixed effect models, when all themes were
combined, no significant main effects of textual condition
were found for believability and effectiveness ratings.
However, when both models were conducted with only the
gruesome theme to test the interactions between textual
condition and age group, significant interactions were found
for both the believability model (p = .004) and the
effectiveness model (p = .004).

Figure 4. Mean effectiveness scores, by themes and age groups

Conclusion
The findings highlight that testimonial warnings were more
believable among adult smokers, but only when used with
human suffering and gruesome themes. While for youth,
didactic warnings were more believable and effective.
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